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oEXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
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The number of 'minority indioviduals pr"Qcessed and penalized by the criminal 
Justice system is grossly disproportional to their numbers in the over~ll, 
population~ For example, although ,placks constitu~ed only" about 12 pe~~ent of the' 

" U. $. p-apulation, they accounted for almost 35 pe,rcent of thOSe who Were'~ arrested in 
1979, and that same year the r~te'of incarceration per 100,000 popul ~t:~;Jn wa~ 
approximate ly seven tim~s greater for Blacks than for Whi tes. DE!termi rii n9 whether 

f) 

>, 

the djfferential is due to) discriminatory decision making within the s.Y.~tem is a 
complex research prCtblem, hdwever~ ",t' 

I) 

The p,r'imary source of'",-acial diSproportionaHty in~the justice system is the 
di fferenti al created at arrest. "Black~ are di spr()PQrtionately arrested: for the 

I 

crimes that typically, resJJlt'in prisoo sentences (homicide, ropbery, assault, 
burglary), al'!,d thi S ,arrest diff~re~ti ~l ac'counts for 'aRproxima~elY 80 ~'e~cent of" 
the disproportional i ty in pri sonpopu 1 ations. Theremai'ning 20 percent not 
explainedby, "differences in arr~st ch~rges could be due to r.acial dis~r,i,min,ation in 
post-arrest 'prQceSsing, regional difference's' 'in"processing norms, and ~rgu'ably " 
legitimate factors, such as priorcflminal, record. Before maktng judgments about 

,,~ " the impact of minority statts on criminal justice deci.sion making; inter~vening 
,. "~I :1 ":-,\ ' , • _ ~ . t) n 

processing decisions must be examined and the effects of legitimate factor.s must be 
c r. if " ~ • 

pnderstood~ % 

The present study examined the decision to incarcerate'(the uIN'/OU~u decision) 
in, 11.098 cases involving probation eligible offenders convicted of felony offenses 

•. . ,." c:. '", . ~. " . ,,~ 

in New,,,,~lork State odurlng ~980. Cases in ,which !;impri sonment was manda'tory Were 
..,.. '. '. I". ..", 

excl uded from tbeanalyses. Analyses were conducted separa~ely for each of three 
", 0 ,:f . > • ' '." , .' • 

regions of New Vork,State: New York City, the '!Suburbanll area surrounding New York 
'1; {.. .' I) 

CitY, and "Upstate." "u 

T'heinflUence of race on the decision to incarcerate was' determined, by 
employfn~statist~,cal pr'o~ed~res thC!tr~ef~ne. defendants who were similarly situated 
on important., and pot~ntially confolJndi.ng factors. These factors inCluded prfor, 

~ .p. (. .. , ' () '. 

u record, age,sex. crirnetype" statutor.y class andcharg~, degrad~ti9n. The major 
ffl'ldings of t'hestudy were: 

() 
I) \) 
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Statewide,al~ost 53 percent of all probation eligible defendants were 
incarcerated, but only about 49 percent of the White and Other defendants 
received jailor prison'sentences. About 52 percent of the Hispanic 
defendants and 58 percent of the Black defendants were incarcerated. The 
percentage of each group sentenced to state prison was lower, but the pattern 
was similar. ' 

Judges incarcerated the highest proportion of defendants in the Suburban 
region (62 percent} and the lowest proportion Upstate (47 percent); New York 
City judges incarcerate about 53 percent ,of proba,tion eligible defendants. 
The proportion of defendants sentenced to state prison was 24 percent in New 
York City and about 15 percent in both the Suburban and Upstate areas. ..~ 

The differences in incarceration rates among racial/ethnic groups were small 
in New York City, but the disproportional;ty was substantial in other areas of 
the State. New York City judges incarcerated about halt of the White and 
Hispanic defendants and 55 percent of the Blacks. Blacks were 13 percentage 
points more likely than Whites to be incarcerated in the Suburban area (71 
percent to 58 percent) and 17 percentage points more likely to be incarcerated 
Upstate (61 percent to 44 percent). 

The independent effect of race (when simultaneously controll ing for prior 
record, age, sex, crime type, statutory class, and charge qegradation) was 
less than the overall disproportionality described above. However, in both 
the Suburban and Upstate regions being Black still increased the chances of 
being incarcerated to a large and statistically significant degree. The 
independen\t effect of race was greatest in the Suburban reg;ion, and race had 
no large or stable effect in the New York City analysis. 

The magnitude of the independent race effect was greatesPin the middle range 
(around the .5 probability) where the outcome of a case was otherwise a "toss 
Up" in terms. of the other factors considered in this analysis. For such 
cases, Blacks were about 11 percent more likely than Whites to be incarcerated 
in the Suburban region and about 8 percent more likely to be incarcerated 
Upstate. 

The disproportionality in the decision to incarcer,§te that was observed in the 
Suburban and Upstate regions was not fully explained by the quantitative' model's 
developed. Other potentially important factors such as weapons use, injury to 
victims, and pretrial detention were no~ available for study. If influential 
'factors not included in the study happen to be correlated with minority status, 

,: 
then some of the di sproporti ona 1 ity that is due to the omi tted factors wi 11 have 
been attributed to minority status. However, the findings of this study do 
demonstrate that discriminatory impact in the Suburban and Upstate regions canno~ 
be fully explained on the basis of prior record, age, sex~ (~rime typ'e, statutory 
class, and charge degradation. Understood in the, context of previous resea~ch, 
thisevideDce can be interpreted as establishing ~ prima facie case that race plays 
an important role in sentencing defendants from the Suburban ind Upstate regions of 
New York State. 

-iv-
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INTRODUCTION 

The impact of race and ethnl' 't " 1 . , Cl Y on crlmlna Justice processing is a matter of 
great ethical concern because it goes to the core of our ability as a society to 
dispe~se justice in a fair and evenhanded manner. A basic principle of justice in 
t~e ~nited States is the equa~ity of indr(i)l,iduals in the eyes of the law, and a 
flndlng that the criminal justice system\discriminates against any group would be a 
serious indictment of society1s ability t~ function according to the principles we 
espouse. This concern, and the growing political influence of min~rities, has 
forced criminal justice practitioners and researchers to begin addressing the issue 
of discrimination~\ The specific question at issue is whether criminal justice 
decision makers (police, prosecutors, judges, etc.) systematically 'discriminate 
against minorities and thereby Iltoduce more intrusive or negative consequences than 
are imposed on similarly situated non-minorities. The question usually focuses on 
the differential treatment of Blacks, but in some areas of the United States' 
Hispanics and American Indians are be1iev~d to. be the objects of discrimination. 

It is easy to understand how perceptions of discriminatio~ by the criminal 
"iiX5t-tJ,ce system ari se. The Uni ted States has a. long history,"of di scrimination, 
:;ir4~~~"st mi'norities. Oiscrimination historically has pervaded ,virtually ev~ry,' 
Ir;'~(jrtant aspect of society from E!conomi.c opportunities to interpersonal relations 
and ~he justice system is no exception). Attempts to eliminate di'scrimination ove; 
the ,past 30 years have been at least partially successful in areas such as 
employment and educatio~.2 There' has also-cbeen progress toward eliminatin 
discrimi nat·1pn from th~ criminal justice system, but the amount of progres: is a 
subject of considerable debate. 3 The debate is fueled both by dramatic incidents 
ofdiscrjminatory~~haviorand by data concerning the systemls routine 
processing of minority defendants. This report addresses the' latter issue by 
exami ni ng the sentences imposed on probati on el i g,i b le offenders" convi cted of 
felonies in New York State. 
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DISPROPORTIONALITY AS EVIDEN,CE OF DISCRIMINATION 

If one examines the number of minority and non-minority persons processed by 

the criminal justice system, it is immed'iately apparent that thenuinber'of 

minorities in the system is: disproportional to their numbers in the overall 
population. 'For example, although Blacks constituted only about 12 percent" of the 

U.S. population, they accounted for almost 35 p:rcent of those who were arr,ested 

in 1979.4 The rate at which Black~are'oincarcerated. in state and federal prisons is 

. even more dramatic: the rate of incarceration per 100,000 pop'ulati~n is 

approximately 7 times greater for Blacks than for Whites. 5 This diSprOP?rt~onalitY 
has been interpreted by some as evidence of racial discrimination.6 ,Such duect 

interpretations of these data are not appropriate, however~ 

As Blumstein has pointed out, the fact that a group is disproportionately 

represented at some point in th,e crirpina] justice system ,cannot directly be 

interpreted as evidence of discrimin~tion.7 In the context of routine cri'minal 

justice pr,oc,es:sing, the term discrimination connotes an ethical judgment 'about 

di sproporti onal ;ty:,di scrimi-nation 1.s di sproportiona/I ity that is not considered 

justifiable. There are, in 'fact, many types of individuals who "are disproporti,on

ally processed by ,the, system. The normative label of discriminati~nis not usually 

applied be,cause there :are acceptable reasons for the di'fferences. For example, 

males constituted about 96 percent of the national prison popolati,on in,~979, 
" " 8 ' 

although females cQmprised over, half of the total U.S. populat10n., The, 
overwhelming preponderaJlce ,of males in ,prisons is not usually~iewed as,~~hicall~" (, 

unacceptable becausemalescol1lTlit more crime' and ,generally more ",serious crime'S than 'e 

do females. 9",Thus, there are'rational and acceptable reasons fo~ 'their 
di sproportional~;presence inpri son populations. Simi] arly ,pe,;sons' ,between 16 ,and 

18 years ,of age constituted about 17% of all arreststn 1979, ~ut only about 6% Of 

the u.s. population.-10 The rea'son ,16" to,18 year olds \~ere arresJed ,at such ,a, ihigtf 

rate is that they committed functionally" ar,restable, criminaJ ~c.~s~t'a higher rate 

than persons in Qther ':age gr,ouPs, q an,d it would be ) nappropri ate to ,,'i nfer from 

these dat'athat they were being discriminated o.gains,t by cr~mi,nal justice ~~"< / 
1 .. . t t t't' b 't th'l \ deci s i onmakers. The questi on ; s w~e\her It 1 S apprOp)"' a e 0 a }"l u e ,~ 

differential presence, ~f minorities ttdiscr:j,minatory decision making Withl~ ~~\r 
" .' ,<1 u \L.'!J 

system. --==--
;.:,.- (I 

~---"'/ :;- ,,' 

,0 
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Blumstei~ examin7~f thii~ssue by comparing the national distributions of , 

arrest rates and incarceration rates for Blacks and Whites.12 He identified the 

offenses for which individuals w~re imprisoned and compared the proportio~s of 

White and B1.ack prisoners wtth their proportions in the same offenses at arrest. 

If post-arrest decisions were highly discriminatory, one would expect large 

differences between the proportion of Bl?ck and White offenders arrested for a 

given offen~e and th~.2:-,proportion J,mprisoned for that offense. If processi ng 

decisions were not d'iscriminatory!, ,the proportion~ should be nearly identical for 

,each 'offense type. Blumstein found that 80 percent of the disproportionality in 

prison populations could be accotintedfor by differential arrest rates. That is 
, . 

Blacks were disproportionately arrested for the crimes that typic'ally resulted in 

prison se~itences (homicide, robbery, a;sault, burglary), and this arrest 

differential largely accounted for the racial composition of prison populations. 
~; 

He also foundothat this relationship was stable from 1970 to 1979. 

Blumsteiin's study demo~stratedthat the primary compo'nent of racia~ 

dispy.'oportionality in t'he justice system is ,the dtfferential cre~ted at arrest. 

Initial racial differences are perpetuated at other decision points~ thus creati~g 
a ~ystem'whose clients are predominately:'minorities. ' Blumst~insuggested a numbe'y. 

~) ..; r 
of other factors" t~at mi ght account for the' 'di sproporti ona 1 il ",}, not exp 1 a i ned by the 

differences ,in arrest char,ges" (t~e 20 percent); Racial discrimination i"n post

arrest processing was one of the possibilities he suggested. For examples racial 

factorsami~ht have influence~prosecuto~s "in deciding whom'to prosecute and how 

vigorously"to pursue prosecution~. Similarly, racial factors might have influenced 
I) '"' ,,' , : 

sentencing dec~,Sions'. AHhoug~ racial discrim.ination may have been responsible for 

some of the observed differenc,es~\' itis ,nOt like1y to have been the oonly factor 
involved; (, as B'lumstei~' po'inted out, arg~abry legitimate factors such 'as prior' 

criminal record "are. alSo likely to 'account for a portion of the unexplained 20 
percent'. C • ,) 

j , 

Final)1~ Blumstein's 'canalysis examined only t'heinitial inputs to the system 
" ,,' _ b c'..0 .;;, . '. .' r, .:. . '.J . 

(arrests) and\ a, si ngle Qutcome of.. system processi ng (pr; son" populations). Thi s 

t,ype of ana,'lysis 'cctu1d nCot addr'ess the'po'ssib1'lifY tha.t d.isc,rimin'~tion\ at one \, 

.deC:isipn point was ~ompensated Tor in other decisi!;ms. Conle{and Zimm~rman, for 
o n 

\) 
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example, found that the voting patterns of some Oklahoma Parole Board members 

systematically favored the release of Black inmate~.13 They suggested that this 

may have been an attempt to redress pe'~ceived racial inequit'ies in Oklahoma 'judges' 
,::-- ~. ':) 

sentencing decisions. There is clearly a need to e~amine intervening processing 

decisions and to account for the effects of other legitimate factors before making 
\', 

judgments about the impact of minority s,t3.tus on criminal justice decision making. 

DISCRIMINATION IN SENTENC1NG 

One process.ing decisicm of consider'able imp~rtailce is sentencing. Sentencing 

deciSions influenced by a defendant's r~ce or ethnicity are ethically and legally 

inappropriate. A body of empi'ricalresearch has addressed the que~tion of 

di scrimination in sentencing decisions, but findings p of the res~arch are ambiguous 

and sometimes contradictory. Some studies have found that minority status 

(primarily race) had an effeGt ,on sentencing, but mclOy of th~se studi~s have been 

criticized for methodolog,ical deficiencies such as the failure to adequately" 

con~rol the effects of other legitimate factors.14 Studies that,attempted to 

control for these factors typically fai led to identify minority status as an 

important element in sentencing'deti&ions: 15 
. a . . 

Even met'r'lodologically sophisticated"studies have often been conducted in ways 

that limit the generalizability of their fin'dings. For example, in their 

fT.Iulti v~ri atD analysis of sentencing deci sions in Chi cago, Newark, and Phoenix, 

Zim~.fman and Tracy found no significant race effect.16 'This study examined three 
./ .. 

large metropolitan areas with homogeneous court systems and, presumably, wi~h 

estab li shed processing nQrms in the felony courts.' These more urban" courts 
, . 

routinely deal with a larger num~er of minority defendants than other courts in 

their respecti.ve states •. Their routine i~volvement with minority defendants may 

have led tOothe evolut,ion of proceSSing norms quite different from those in non

urban courts where minority defendants are less frequently encountered. Also, 
_ l~ ~ 

community attij:u'des toward minorities in metropolitan areas may differ,. fr9"l those 
,Ii . • Q' 

. in the suburbs, small towns,or rural.,areas.Generalizing t~e Zimmerman and Tracy 

findings ~o Illinois,New Jersey;' and Arizona ~Uld almos~,c~r;tainlY lead to:" c~~'l 
inaccurate impressions about s~ntencing "outside of Chicago, Newar~), and Phoeni~r/ 

. • n 

o 

-5-

The current inability to definitively answer questions about sentencing 

di scrimi nati on does not imp ly that empi ri cal studi es are without val ue. There has 

been progress toward addressi ng thj:! issue more ri gorous ly, and each thoughtfu 1 

study helps in undet'standing how better to :'ask and answer the central questions. 

There,'have been studies in,several specific jurisdictions that were sufficiently 

rigorous to support valid conclusions, about discrimination (or the lack of 

discrimination). T~remainder of this report presents the results of a recent 

analysis that contributes to this growing body of knowledge. This study used 

relatively refined methods to examine s~ntencing decisions in New York State •. 

THE DECISION TO INCARCERATE IN NEW YORK STATE 

Data for the New Y'ork State study were obtained from the New York State 

Computerized Criminal History/Offender-Based"iransacti'on Statistics (CCH/OBTS . .) data 
t- ""',,'<.. 

basei'i.: From theCCH/OBTS fi les, a group of cases was selected involving probati'~n-
eligible offenders who.were convicted of felony offenses in 1980. The resulting 

11,098 cases17 con.stituted the study ctlh~rt that supported this empirical analysis 

of sentencing decisions by New'York State judges.18 

The focus of the analysis. was the decision about. whether or not a convicted 

defendant should be' incar~erated (the uIN/OUT" decision). Judicial decisions about 

the length of confinement were excluded from this an.al'Ysis. For fslons convicted 

in "New York St~te, the. IN/OUT decision actually involves three basic alteri'latives 
"." \} 

or c~binations thereof: State prison, countyjafls, and non1'"i'ncarcerative 

sanctions (probation, f~nes, e.tc.). Countyj.ail sentences of one year or l'ess are 

possible' f.or probation eligible felons, and the State provides reimbursement to 

counties for,· housing convicted felons. Deferi'dants sentenced to Gountyjail 

received a sentence> involving incarceration, $0 they, along with those sentenced to 

State prison'j,.were classified as nlN" deciSions for th"j~ analysis. It should also 

be emphasized that ~he 11,098 casesinvolv~d only defe.ndants who were el'igible to 

receive a probation sentence: defendants for whom pY'i son was mandatory, based on , ., 

either conviction offense or prior felony convictions, were excluded. These cases 
\~. " 

wer'e excluded because when mandatory prison sent~nces. were involved, the judges did 

o 

/ 

/ 
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not make an IN/OUT decision; theY"only de~ided on the sentence length. 19 

Defendants for whom incarceration was not mandatory are referred to as "probation 

eligible" defendants in thi~ report. 
o • 

Regional Oifference,s 

The racial/ethnic compo~ition of the total cohort of 11,098 probation eligib'le 
defendants is displayed in Table 1. Almost 53 ,percent of the def.endants"be'ldnged 
to a minority group for which discriminatory sentencing has beenraised,,~ an: 
issue. About 40 percent of the defendants in the cohort were Black, and about 13 
percent were Hispanic. Thus, minority defendants slightly outnumbered White 
defendants. 20 A,S had been expected from the literature, minority defendants wer'e 

... /~< 

sentenced tolincarceration at higher rates than Whites. Statewide, almost 53 " 
percent of a\lpro~;~c eHglble defendants were incarcerated, but only about 49 
percent of the" wnft'e an,9i Other defendants received jail or pri son sentences. About 
52 percent of the Hispanic defendants and 58 percent of the Black defendants were 

. . - \ 

incarcerated. 'The percentage of each group " sentenced to state prison was lower but 
the pattern wa.s sinl,ilar. These data raise the possibility of discrimination in the 
sentenci ng of minority'defendants. 

As d~i scussed e,ar 1 i er, there are other "fa~,tors that need to be examfned before , 
attributing th·e. differences between the White, and minority defendants to ' 

di scrimi nati'on,.One f"actor i sreg)\~ _~t!ferences 'in sentenc; ng patteri'ls. .~or 
example, there could have been equitable bli~\\more severe treatment of a'l1 

., .' . -
defendants in ,regions with large number~£,of minority defendants. The,recould also 
have been discrimin'atory sentencing in one area of thel State, and: non-discriminatory 
sentencing patterns in other areas, -'It ,was previously sug~ested that there maY 'be 
less discrimination against minority defendants in highly urban areas, such as New 
York City,than in less "urban areas of ajur{sdiction.' 

C\ 

(.\ 

-.::. .. 

TABLE 1 
OJ stri bution of Sentences by R~.ce/Ethni,city 

Race/Ethnicity Number % Incarcerated % Pri son 

Black 4,416 ( 39.8%) 58.0% 24.2% 

Hispanic 1,409 " (12.7%) 52.2% 19.9% 
,';:. 

,,;, 

White & Other 5,273 (47.5%) 48.7% 16.2% .--

TOTAL New York State 
\ ..:' 

11 , 098. ( 100%) 52.9% 19.9% 

'X, T() explore this possibility, ,New York State was divided into three areas and 
the proportion of incarcerative sentences was calculated for each.. Table 2 shows 

, ~ 

the results of this analysis. Judges incarcerated the highest proportion of 
defendants in the New YorkCi'ty suburbs (62 percent) and the lowest p'roportion 
Upstate (47 percent). This analysis also indicated that the majority of probation 
eligible cases during 1980 came from New York City. The proportion of defendants 
sentenced to sta,F~ prison was 24 percent' in New York City and about 15 perC,~nt in' 
both the Suburbanj and Upstate areas. These data indicate that there were 

", ~ '\ 

differences in sentencing outcomes among the three regions, and it is thus 

/) import'ant to examine the distributi~n of sentences .for each racial/ethnic group 

" within each region. ,7 \;lj 
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Table 3 shows the result of this cross-classificatiori. Three-quarters of the 
New Y:orkoCitY defendants were minorities; 53 percent were Black and 22 percent were 
Hispanic. The New Yor~ City judges incarcerated about half of the White and 
Hispanic defendants, and 55 percent of the Blacks. Although the differences in 
incarceration rates among racial/ethnic groups were small in New York City, the 
disproportionality was substantial in the other areas of the State. In both the 

o 

TABLE 2 

Distritiution" of Sentences by'Region 

" 

Region % Incarcerated % Prison 

New'tork City 53.2% 24.0% 

Suburban 62.5% 14.3% 

Upstate 47.2% 15.1% 

TOTAL New York State .. '52.9% 19.9% 

(,) 

(\ 

o 
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", TABLE 3 
j} 

~\ 
1\ 

Distribution of Sentences by Race/Ethnicity within Region 

Region· Race/Ethnicity Number % Incarcerated ---

New York City Black 3,231 (53.2%) 55.2% . 
Hispanic 1,357 (22.3%) 50.9% 
White & Other 1,490 (24.5%) 50.2% 

Suburban \:=-~ " Black ' 580 (33.4%) 70..7% 
Hispanic "37 (2.1%) 62.2% 
White & Other 1~118 (64.4%) 58.3% 

. Ii 

Upstate Black 605 (18.4%) 60.8% 
Hispanic 15 (0.4%) 60.0% 
White & Other 2,66S (81.1%) 43.9% 

Subu.rban and upsta,te<, areas there were verY few Hi spani cdefend~nts: Whi te 
., -" c;, 

defendants predominated jn bQth areas·"and Whites were mu'ch less likely to be 
'. tncarcerated than Blacks. Blacks were 1.3 percentage points more likely than Whites 
to be incarce.rated in the Suburban .area (71 perc~nt to 58 percent) and 17 
percentage poil1,ts·morelikely to beincarcerated,Upstate (61 percent to 44 

(', ", 

i) percent)., Thu's",the complexion ,of disproportionality between minorities and Whites 
,wa~ different ih the three:'areas"ofNew York state,and the statewide distribut:ion 

, . fj - "." . )'\ 

(Table 1) masked these di'fferences·. 

, Other Factors Related to 'Incarceration Rates 

~~ 

dOne legitimate factor conSistently found to influence the der.ision to 
\1 ' . ;:.: 

incarcerate is the ~efelidant's prior crimi'nal "record. In fact, "prior criminal 

II. 

"' 

/ 
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act; vity has ustia lly been (~8t!~d to be the most important i nfl uence on ~N/OUT 
decisio~s.21 In New York Stat~"'jjdefendants with prior felony convictions who a,re 
subsequently convicted of anot~ler felony generally are not"elig(ible for probation i' 

and, therefore, would not ha\'e !!been incl uded in these analyses. However, other 
features of a defendant's frtl"tinal history may still have influenced the IN/OUT 
decision for these probation €,ligible defendants. Therefore, a composite scale was 
created to indicate the intensity of prfor involvement with the criminal justice 

~', 

system. The scale ranged from '0 to 3, with 0 indicating a negligible prior 
criminal history and 3 indicating substantial prior involvement with the justice 
system. Def~ndants in, this s~udy were given one point for each of the 'following 
elements contained in their prior criminal record: ol1e or more prior feldny 

(l 

arrests'; one or more pri or mi sdemeanor convi cti ons; three or more pri or mi sdemeanor 
arrests. For example, a defendant with no prior felony arrests, no prior 
misdemeanor convictions, and two prior misdemeanor arrests was given a SCore of 
zero. 

As seen in Table 4, th'e majori ty of probati on eli gj b 1 e def e,ndants had 
ne,gligible prior criminal history or only"one point on the prior record scale; "i,' 

about 60 percent of the defendants in each region had little or no prior contact 
with the .. crimina,l justice system. The categories of the soaleshow dramaticany 
increasing percentages of defendants incarcerated as prior criminal involvement 
becomes more serious. The influence of prd or record is, the gr'eatest i nNew York 

- ~ .. ' 

City, where there was a56 percentage point difference between defendants with the 
least serious prior records (28 p,ercentwere incarcerated) and defendantS with the 

,',' '" '\ 

. most sedous prior records (84 percent were incarcerated}". Outside New York City 
the range ,was att.enuated somewhat., but ifl both the Upstate and Suburban areas the 
differences in the incarceration rates of defendants at the extremes of this scale , ' ,~ 

still exceeded o 40perceritage points. Prior record was clearly an important factor 
in thes~ decisions and it,,,must be considered when analyzing the i'nfluence of 
mi nqri ty statusi n sen,tenci ng. 

Anotherlegitima1;e factor that has been shown to be an influence on sentencing 
decisions is the crime for which the defendant was convicted. 22 Th'is factor is 
often important because it helps explain Why defendants with similar prior records 

, 

can face different"risks of, being incarcerated. Forexall'lple, about 32 percent of 
the New York State defendants who had a negligible prior criminal record were $t111 
incarcerated. One reason that these individuals were incarcerated may have been 
that they conmitted serious crimes. Conversely, about 18 perce'ntof the, defendants 

-11-

with the most seri ous pri o'r records were not incarcerated'; 'perhaps because they 
. were convicted of relatively minor offenses. One way to examine thi,s issue is to 
classify the most serious conviction nffense in each case according to the type of 

o • 

crime involved. Table 5 shows the distributions of defendants incarcerated when 
the convic1;io'r!'offenses are catefjori'zed into.Personal, Property, Drug, and Public 
Order crimes. 

". 

TABLED4 

Distribution of Sentences by ,Prior Criminal {~~volvement within Regi'on 

Region Prior Scale Number % Incarcerated 
I::; 

New York City 0 2,188 (36.0'%) 28.1% . 
1 1,390 (22.9%) 53.7% 
2 " 1,663 (27".4%') 70.2% 
3 ,C 837 (13.8%) 84.2% 

({ ' •• 1 

Suburban° q .. 648 (37.3%) 42.3% 
1 405 (23.3%) 69.1% 

'i 

2 405 (23.3%) 74.3% 
3 217 (16.0%) 83.0% 

Upstate 0 1,506 (47.5%) 32.5% 
1 809 (24.6%) 54.5% 
2 " 563 (17.1%) 60.2% 
3 353 (10.7%) 74.2% 

,. 

TOTAL New York State 0 4~396 (39.6%) 31.7% 
1 2,604 

.() 

(23~5%) 56.3% 
2 2,631 (23.7%) 68.7% 
3 1,467 (13.2%) 81.6% 

(i 

. 
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Most of the convictions in New York Ci ty involved a PJ~rsonal crime as the most' 
~ Q 

serious charge (55· percent). Property offenses were the dominant crime type in the 

rest of the State, constituti ng about 60 perceQt of the convi cti on offenses. Ther,e 
I' () 

were differences in the percentage of defendants incarcerated for each offen,se 

type, but t~e differences were much smaller than those'related to prior record. In 
the Suburban and Upstate regions, defendants, convicted of 'Public Order crimes had 
the 10west,likelihmod of iflcarceration, and 'those convicted of Personal crim~s had 
the highest. In both of these regions ,there was about a 2S percentage point 

C' 

difference between the rate of incarcer,ation for Public Order and Personal Crimes. 

" 
The situation in, New York City was rtjor,~; complex. About 47 percent ':of the 

defendants convicted of Drug and Public Order cri~es were incarcerated. The 
highest rate of incarceration wa~ ,for Property crimes (59 percent), and.51 percent 
of the defendants convicted of Personal crimes were incarcerated. This pattern 

seems counterintuitive, but may again reflect a joint effect with prior record. 
For example, there may have been a large number of New, York City defendants who . '.\ 

committed Property crimes and, who al so hag a serious pri or crim,i nal record. It is 
., j ",J II (\ " ::' t,::; . '. ',' • 

als'o possible that, interactions between prior record and crime type were operatlng 
'I . () 

in, other ways" that account for the seeming irrationality of the crime type 

dist;ib~tion • .It is possible, for example, that defendants, with exten~ive prior 
~cecords and whO' were convicted of Personal crimes had an even higher likeli~bod of ,. 

" \ . , I ~ ~_, . , 

, incarceration than would be, suggested from the independent presence of each 
condition. 

The data pre"sented so far make it clear that it is important toexamil1e 
simultaneouslythe"'prior records and conviction Offenses' of defendants withln each 

I • , , , 

region before it is possible to determine whether:\\ minority status had a 

differential impact on serit~n~+ng: There are a number of ot~er normatively and 

legally acceptab le factors that can affect sentenci n9 "deci sfon~. To the extent 
that any such factors are ~ho lly or" parti ally confounded wi thl1linority stat;u5, it 
could app~ar that dec; sipns are made on t,~e basi~ oJ race or ~thnicity. For 

o " ~ . 

example, if"in a particu'lar jurisdf~tion Personal crimes are mot:'e apt to result in 
incarcerative sentences than Property crimes, and· if 1n, that same jur'isdiction the 

" '':'.> ;::-, 
crimes categor,i led as II person offenses II are more apt to have been commi tted by 

\, 
" , 

" , (; 

-------- ----.----
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TABLE 5 

Di stribution of, Sentences by Convi ctjon Cri"!e Type within Region 

Region 
n 

Crime Type Number % Incarcerated 

New York City 
() Personal 3,344. (55.0%) 51. 4% 

Property" h981 (32.6%) 58.6% 
~,rug 573 (9.4%) 47.1% 
Public Order 180 

~~ 

( 3.0%) 46.7% 

Suburban Personal 388 (22.4%) 68.3% 
Property 1,044 (60.2%) 65.5% 
Drug 111 (6.4%) 50.5% 
P ubl i cOrder 192 (l1.1%) 41.7% 

Upstate Personal 587 (17.9%) 59.8% 
~ Property 1,946 (59.2%) 47.6% 

Drug 123 "·(3.7%) 44.7% 
Public Order 629 (1~.1%) 34.,,3% 

c::) 
Person~l 4,319 (38.9%) 54.1% TOTAL New York State 

P'roperty 4,971 (44.8%) 55.7% 
Drug \, 807 (7 ~.3%) 47.2% . '-', 

1,000 0 Pub llcOrder (9.0%) 38.0% 

./ 

/ 

,t) D 
I, , 
,I~ I 

, ' 
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minority offenders, then the focus on crime type will tend·to result in a II 

disproportionate number of minority defendants being incarcerated. In that case, 
however, the disproportionality would not necessarily be viewed as'discrimJnatory. 
To the extent that observed disproportionality can be explained (empirically) on 
the baiis of normatively and legally acceptable factors, the case for 
discrimination is weakened, at least in the absence of more direct evidence of 
discriminatory intent. The remainder of this chapter examines the magnitude of the 
influence of minority status on the IN/OUT decision, after controlling the joint 

" 

influence of a number of legitimate factors. 

Simultaneous Control fer Legitimate Factors 

Controlling the joint influence of' additional factor,s could be accomplished by 
extend~ng the crosstabulations already presented, but tabular analyses involving 
more than two or three dimensions" are difficult to present and confusing to 
interpret. The preferred method for assessing the joint influence of a large 
number of variables is to apply simultaneous mathematical controls using 
multivariate statistical iechniques. One such technique that is appFopriate f~r 
examining the effect of race/ethnicity on the IN/OUT decision is binary logit 

analysis. 23 
G 

Binary logit analysis is a technique for assessing the relationship between a 
set of "independen1l1. explanatory or predictor variables and a dichotomous 

~ . 

"dependent" varia~e.In the present study, the independent variables ~,re 
race/ethnicity aJ~ the more legitimate control factors such as crtm~, type and"prior 
record. The dependent variable is the dichotomous IN/OUT decision. The result of 
a binary logit'analysis i~' a mathematical equation, or "model", that specifies the 
optimum weight given each independent' variable in the effort to exp!)ain or predict 
~utcomes. In this case, the model e9uati,~n specifies the relative j~nfluen.ce of 
race/ethnicity and each legitimate control factor on the probabil~fY of 
incarceration. 24 I) 

A list of the variable; incl'ded in the logit analysis is presented in Table 
6. LO~~quations wt!re constructed for each r:egion, so the distributions of the 

II 
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variables are also reported separately for each. The regions were analyzed 
separately because it was believed that there were likely to be sUleh diffElrent 
sentencing patterns in each region that a statewide analysis would mask important 
differences. Specifically, sentencing patterns in New York City might havl~ 

resulted in underestimating the influence of race statewide because of the large 
number af cases in New York City and the apparent lack of sentencing 
disproportionality there (cf. Table 3). 

'The prior record scale was treated asa single interval variable (labeled 
".;;;,fSADGUY). Three of the crime types were treated as separate dichotomolls variables. 

They were coded: personal cri me or not (PERS), ,property cri·me or not (PROP), and 
drug crime or not (DRUG). Public order offenses were designated indirectly ,as not 
PERS, PROP, or DRUG, and the effects of the publ ic order offenses were ·thereflJre 
absorbed in the equations' IIconstant" terms. 

.The statutory class of the conviction offense was included as another index of 
crime seri,ousness. ,. In general, the most serious crimes are incl uded in statutory 
class A, and the most severe penalties are permitted for these crimes. Subsequent 
statutory groupings involve increasingly les~ serious crimes and less severe 
penalties as sentencing options. C,lass E offenses are the least serious felonies 
in New York State. Be'cause there were so few class A, B, and C felonies .in this 
probationel i gible cohort, these statutory ctas'sifi cations were grouped as one 
category for pUrposes of tht s analysi s (CLASABC). These ser;ou~ cr1m~is consti tuted 
less than 10 percent of the conviction offenses in all of the regions. Class 0 
offenses were tre'dted as a distinct group (CLASIl> , and "Constituted the most 
fre~uently occ~ring conyiction'class in each region. Class E"felonies were 
identified indirectly as not" CLASABC or CLASD, and "their contribution to. the 
probabil ity of incarceration ,was absorbed· in the constaytt terms along with that of 
the Pub] i C Order offenses. 

Charge reductions were captured in the vadable DOWN. 'This variable indicated 
the number of statuatory classes that charges we're reduced from arrest to 
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TABl:!,E 6 
Varfables" used in the Logit Analysis' 

'I" 

-, Va r i' a'b 1 e 
Name I" 

BADGUya n;' 
'.' () 

PERS b 

PROpb 
() . 

.. DRUG b 

CLASABC
b 

CLASO
b 

, DOWN c 

AGERISKb , 

DEFSEX b 

BAPXPERS d 

BADXPROp d 

0, 

~ariable Description 

" Pilor lecord ScaleR 
o 

Convic'ted of Persona ~ 'Crime 
c' 

"Convi>cted of \.,Property Crim'e . ' 

Convi cted!' of 1Drug "Crime 

Convicted o'f C1a,$s At B~ orC Felo'hY 
(; :;.. ,~' 

, Convicted bf Class 0 FeTony 

Number' of Cl as,sesCharge R~,d,uced 
''''0ij " 

Defendant I s Age Bet\,/een~ 20 & 30 
. . ,..}' 

Mil 1 e Defendants' 

BADGUV X PERS Interaction 
.. ; '. ::' _A~ 

BADGUY X PROP Interaction , n 

BAOXDRUG d' BADGUYX'DRUG" I ntera"ct ion 

PERSXA~C d (I BER;'''X C~ASABC, lnteract ion" 

RACEb~1 
C, ... "" Bl ack 

e:i 

t'N/OUT , 

0;,,\ 

'" 
0" -Defendants 0 Incar.cerated' 

(dependent variable) 
0, 

(,J ;:"\ a ~ ,: " 
;~ccoo' dde~'dd +°

1
,1,,2;, or '~,'1·' '. =, :" = yes ; no 

" 

New" Yor"k Ci ty 
(N=6078) 

o 

I;::L 1890 

55.0% 

"" 32.6% 

9.4% 

9.1 % 
"':", '''':,:, 

',' 52.~~% · 

X=U0535 

41 .1% 

o 

53.,2%'" 

22.3%' 

i,I,. 

,5"32,% .,,. . 

o , 
~ '(1 

Sublirba,n 
(N=1735) 

X= 1.1793 

22.4% 

60.2% 

6.4% ' 
c " 

';5.4% 

39.5% 

X= .1"372 

'31.2% 

; 

• , 
. ~ 

\ I 

," f:' 

,62.5% 

Upstate 
(N=3285) 

1=,.9114 ' 
(t \ 

11.9% 

59.2% 

3.4t% 

. 46 ': 1 % ' 

%=.5306 
,) 

36.3% 

. 93.3% 

l'8.J~% 

47 .2~~ 

u 

., 0 

'~ = ct)dedD ~ II "Or 2 "" () ,/: 
-=calculated as the PN)duct's of the cQ{TIponent" 

i) 
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" ,0 
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conviction, and it was treated as an interval variable in this analysis. DOWN 
provided a rough indication of the seriousness of the arrest charge (which was 
likely to be more consistent with the actual offense than the conviction charge), 
and the type of deal achieved through charge negotiation. 

Defendants between the ages of 20 and 30 have the highest rates of 
incarceration of any group.25 The variable AGERISK was included in the analysis to 
determine whether minority defendants have differential incarceration rates when 
age is (statistically) held constant. Thirty to forty percent of the defendants in 
the three regions were in this age group. Finally, male defendants were identified 
by the variable DEFSEX. Males constituted over 90 percent of the probation 
eligible defendants in the cohort and generally have higher incarceration rates 
than females. Th's variable was included to determine whether there were 
differential sentlncing patterns for male and female minority defendants. 

The four terms designated in Table 6 as cross products among individual 
variables (BADXPERS, BADXPROP, BADXORUG, and PERSXABC) were included to capture 
effects that may differ from one subgroup to another. BADXPERS was included to 
investigate the possibility that prior record may have more (or less) influence on 
IN/OUT decisions for offenders convicted of Personal crimes than for offenders 
convicted of some other type of crime (or equivalently, that the distinction 
between Personal and Other crimes matters more for offenders with particular priQr 
record scores). The interactions BADXPROP and BADDRUG were included for simila( 
reasons. The interaction term PERSXABC was also included because it was believed 
that serious Personal crimes may have had an impact beyond that expected from a 
simple additive combination of the PERS and CLASABC effects. 

For the New York City cases, race was coded so as to reflect separately, any 
differences between Blacks and Whites and between Hispanics and Whites. The 
Hispanic-White contrast was expected to have negligible effects in the Suburban and 
Upstate equations due to the small number of Hispanics in these regions. 

Consequently, for the regions outside New York City, race was treated as a single 
variable contrasting Blacks and Hispanics with Whites and Others. 
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There are at least two related types of inferences that can be ,drawn from the' 

results of the logit analyses. First, it can be determined whether including race 
i) . ,: 

in the statistical model reliably improves th,e preci~ion ~ith which one can 

ascertain t,he probability of inc~rceration, beyond the precision that would be 
, . , . (:: ,:' . .~.) '~\ .~; . ;) h 

obtained "f,rom considering" only the mOYIe legitimate IIcontrolli factors. Second, the 

independentcontHbu,t;'on of each variable t(>c the qverall probabilJtyof 

incarceration is reflected in.the ,relative' magnitudes ot the coefflCien}s~~ the 

model equations." Thus, one can determine- the magnitude of the difference t~'lat ~ace 

~akes in th~ probability of incarceration when the other, factors included ;~h~, ,. 

model are held ,r.onstant. 

The results Of the logit analyses, are prese:nt~d il'1 Table ',7. The perc~ht of' 

cases correctly classified by each model suggests that the models do have 

appreciable; explanatory v.alue. Thevariqtion ,in sentencing ..1 eft unexplained by the 

models may be due to 'the influence of factors that were not available for analysis 

Or maybe ~imply due to unsystematic variation in Ju~icial decision making. A set 

of "lack of fitll statistics (not reported) indicate that deviations of the observed 

data' frs.om these models are not s,tatisticallysignificant. The asterisks attach~,d . - . . ,,' ~ 

'I tq,1 the,race c,p,effic'ients indicate t~at eliminating race from ;cons,~derat;on would 

Significantly decrease' ~,h~,abllityto explain the probabilit-r of jncarcerat.ioriin 

'0 the' Suburban ,-and Upstate refli ons,,; hut "wou 1 d not make a, sta~i st; ca lly,. s.ignifi cant 

difference for ,explaining the out~cillJes of th'e~ew York City c~ses.'" " 
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. TABLE 7 

Results of Logit,Analyse~ 

L 0 G
V I T C 0 E F F I C I .,E N T S 

V ari ab le Name New York City Suburban Upstate 

CONSTANT -1. 524 -0.253 -0.106 
BADGUY 1.109** ,0.641** 0.461** 
PERS ., -0.232 0.411* ,0.542** 
PROP -0.336** 0 •. 289 0.120 
DRUG -0.389** 0.238 0.219 
CLASABC 0.181** 0.282* 0.738** ,. 
CLASD '{J 0.280** 0.191** 0.263** 

\DOWN 0.072 fl, 0.399** 0.361** 
\GERISK 0.100** 0.087 0.06'3 

DEFSEX 0.346** 0.538** 0.454** 
BADXPERS 0.238** . 0.039 ' " -0.054 
BADXPROP 0.342** 0.15.8 0.065 

I~ 

BADXDRUG 0.183* -0.085 -0.160 
PERSXABC 0. .• 041 0.035 0.233* 
RACE: BLACK 0.073, 

\HISPANIC 0.033 o 210** o 153** . . 
~\ 

, 
l ,~ 

Cases Correctly Classified: 70.0% . 73.4% 70.1% 

:,\"'" 

'J 

" 
0 

~ 

" 

*significant at .05 level 
o 

**significant at .01 level 
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The magnitudes of the we.ighting coefficients indicate that individual 

variables tend to have different relative influences in different regions. 26 For 

example, although the degree of charge reduction (DOWN) was among the more 

influential variables in the Upstate and Suburban regions, its relative impact on 

the IN/OUT decision appears to have been m~uch less in New York City. Also, 

although prior record (BADGUY),was the most influenti~l variable in all three 

regions,27 its ~ela.tive. impact was substantially"greater in New York City. 

The magnitude of the race effect, adjusting statistically for'the influence of 

other factors, was negligible·in New York City, but appreciable in the Upstate and 

Suburban regions. A lthough ~ace was less important than pri or record, it appears 

to have been more im~ortant than, for e.xample, whether the offender was' ina high 

ri sk age group. 

The magnitudes of the weighting coefficients have ~ known relationship to the 

probabilities of incarceration. If, for a speCific type of ease , the corresponding 

codes for each vari~ble "are Jnserted into "the model equations, the equations can 

'then be used to cal'culate a composite ;isk score for cases of that type. 'the risk 

s'core is expressed as the natural' logarithm of an odds ratio, and can be easily , 

converted to a probabil ity statement. For example, a case with ,a ri sk score 'Of 

zero has a 50 percent"chance of incarceration (1:1 odds). In order to illustrate 

the expec,ted magnitudes of race effects in the th~ee regions, the pr~bility of 

incarceration was calculated for several hypothetlcal cases. \f 

Case Studies 

~J 

The probabilities of incareration in each ~egion are presented in Table 8 for 

six hypothe'tical case studies •. ' . CASE 1-W assumes a White. defendant between the ages 

of 20 and 30' w.ith a pri or record score of 111, II arrest~d for a cl ass D'Person 

offense and convicted of a cl ass E Person offense." CASE 1-B has the .same 

characteristics as CASE 1-W, ex,cept that the defendant i~ assumed to be Black. 

CASE 2-W and CASE 2-B refer respecti ve ly to White and Black defendants not in the 

high risk age group with prior record scores e,quCl·l to 111," arrested for a class B 

-21-

Person offense and convicted of a Person offense one class lower than the arrest 

offense. CASE 3-W and CASE 3-B refer to defendants not in the'high risk age group 

with prior record scores'" equal to "0, II arrested for a cl ass C Property offense and 

convicted of a clas·sD Property offense. 

The probabilities of incarceration for these six cases indicate that even 

similarly situated defendants face systematically different risks of incarceration 

. depending on the region in which the case is decided,28 and on whether the 

. defendants are Black or White. The case studie's also illustrate the magnitudes of 

these differences,'and show that Black defendants face a greater risk of 

incarceration than Whites, especially in the Suburban and Upstate regions. The 

Black/White differential is largest in the middle range (around the .5 probability) 

where outcomes are a Utoss Up" in terms of the factors considered by the model. ,. ; 

When the certainty of outcome, is high based on other (legitimate) factors, race is 

not likely to exert a decisive influence. The data suggest that when minority 

status influences sentencing decisions, it does so primarily by tipping the balance 

toward incarceration in otherwise ambiguous cases. Among the ca,.se studies 

examined, race makes the greatest difference for a (probably young) Property 

offender with n'egligible prior record whose case is decided in the Suburban 

;:' region. 
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TABLE 8 
f', 

Probabilities of Incarceration for Six Hypothetical Cases' 

'C A S E C Ii A R .A C ·r E R I S T I C S P R oB A'B I L' I T L E S 

CASE 

CASE l-W 
CASE I-B 

CASE 2-W' 
CASE 2-B . 

CASE 3-.W 
CASE 3-8 

RACE 

White 
Black 

\,'.1-;; 

White 
IHack 

White 
Black 

AGE 
20-'30 

Yes 
Yes 

No 
No 

No 
No 

PRIOR 
RECORD 
SCORE 

'" 1 
i 

1 
1 

0 
0 

"., 

ARREST .ARREST CON\i'ICTION 
CLASS TYPE 'CLASS 

D PERS E 
D PERS E 

B PERS c 
B PERS C 

C PROP D 
C PROP D 

CONVICTION 
TYPE NEW YORK CITY SUBURBAN UPSTATE " 

p 

" 0 
(> 

" PERS .43., .63 .52 
.,PERS ;,".47 .72 .60 

DIFFERENCE -:-M, :-@ :os 
PERS .49 .73 .87 
PERS .• 53 .81 .90 

DIFFERENCE :04 :os :03 
. 0 

PROP .29 .49 
'-, .,40 

PROP. .33 c.60 .48 
DIFFERENCE ~ :-IT :os 

., 
(, 

" c,' 

., a 
The race coe1;'ficients for N~ York City were not stati stical1y si gnifican1i'. TherefQre~ the differe~tes ih 

probabilities displayed for New York City should be viewed~as l!nreliabl~. ,However, the values presentect do 
reflect real "differences present:. in the 1980 cohort. 0 , 
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SUMMARY 

It is clear that the empirical analysis of racial discrimination in criminal 
justice decision making is complex. Limiting the analysis to gross population 
comparisons will overstate the problem, and can produce misleading information as 
to whether discriminatory decision making exists. It should also be noted that 
analyses of formal processing decisions ignore many less visible decisions in which 
discrimination might operate. Harassment of minorities by system personnel, less 
desirable work assignments, and indifference to important cultural needs could 
exist, but not be systematically reflected in formal processing decisions • 

Even the relatively refined analysis described in this report cannot be used 
to conclusively determine whether racial discrimination is a factor in the IN/OUT 
decision. Although this analysis did control for most of the. obvious legitimate 
influences on sentencing decisions, other potentially important factors were not 
available for study (e.g., weapons use, injury to victims, or pretrial detention) • 
If influential factors not included in the study happen to be correlated with 
minority status, then some of the disproportionality that is due to the omitted 
factors will be attributed to being a minority. For example, long-term 
unemployment is generally thought to help predict criminal recidivism, and, 
therefore, may affect judges' sentencing decisions, either directly or through the 
influence of pretrial detention. 29 Since the unemployment rate tends to be much 
higher among blacks, when employment status is considered at sentencing it tends to 
produce disproportionate incarceration rates for black defendants. Depending on 
one's ethical judgments about its legitimacy, attending to non-criminal attributes 
that help predict recidivism may or may not be considered discriminatory. In 
either case, however, it would not be possible to state conclusively that the 
observed disproportionality was due to race. 

On the other hand, conclusive proof is not required for some purposes. Kaye 
has recently reviewed the use of statistical evidence in court cases alleging 
discrimination in jury selection and employment decisions. 30 He suggested that 
statistically reliable evidence of grossly disparate impact may be sufficient to 
establish the existence of discrimination, and to obligate responsible parties to 
demonstrate that the discriminatory impact is not the result of discriminatory 
treatment. In the Suburban and Upstate regions of New York State, the differential 



• 
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impact of race· on theIN/OUT decision was lallge. Even when simultaneous 
statistical controls were introduced for age, prior record, er.;,im~ tYpe, statuto'ry 

class, and charge reduction, race st1(~Vf~mer·ged as an imp()rt~~~t »)factor in 
explaining these sentencing decisions. Moreover, other fact~rs f~und to ha'{oe~cllep-n 
influential in previous studies and that were not avaiJab·le 1n th1S stud:iare 
themselves normatively questionable for justifying differenc~s among sentences 

(e.g., differences among judges, pretrial detention). Given the res~lts of . 
previous-yesearch and the statistical controls for legitimate factors employed in 

this ~tudy, the disproportionai' rates of incarceration found in the Suburban and 

Upstate areas provi'ae strong evidence that black defendants were subjected to 

discriminatory practices,;! 

Definiiive conclusions about the role o~_race in these sentences would requ~re 
thorough studies of sentencing practices in fndi~idual jurisdict~ons.. ~owever, 1n 
terms of the standards of proof suggested by Kaye, there is a pr1ma facle case that 

race p'lays an important role in sentencing defendants from the Suburban and Upstate 

regions of New York State. 
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18While it is true that most convictions are obtained though guilty\pleas 
entered in excti-ange for agreements to recommend or impose a particulCir se'Qtence" 
and that prosecutors and defense attorneys are key participants in that pr\fess, 
judges have the final legal responsibility for sentencing and must participate in 
and approve of all of the resu Hi ng "plea bargains. II 

19It is interesting to note that the 2,206 probation eligible felOns "sentenced 
to New York State prisons in 1980 represented ori'i)\\ about one-third of all those who 
recei ved pri son sentences. That is, about two-thi rds of those· sentenced to pri son 
were incarcerated due to "mandatory sentenci ng statutes. Thi s s~,ggests the powerful 
influence that mandatory sentencing laws had on prison populations., 

20The category 'containing White defendants al~p included a few !lOther" 
individuals such as Orientals, American Indians, etc. Because those groups were so 
sparsely represented, and because they seemed to be treated similarly to White 
defehdants, they were combined with Whites to form a "White and Other ll category. 

21Gottfredson, Michael R. and Don M. Gottfredson. Decisionmaking in Criminal 
Justice: Toward the Rational Exercise of Discretion (Cambridge, MA: Ballinger 
Publishing Co., 1980). 
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23Zimmerman and Tracy, OPe cit., note 16. 

24Readers who are interested in a more complete introduction to binary legit 
analysis and related techniques should refer to an intermediate level statistics 
textbook, for example: Hanushek, Eric and John Jackson. Statistical Method~ for 
Social Scientists (New York: Academic Press, 1977). 

25Blumstein, Alfred, Jacqueline Cohen and Harold D. Miller. "Demographically 
Disaggregated Projections of Prison Populations," The Journal of Criminal Justice 
8, No. 1 (1980), pp. 1-26. 

n 

26Because the constant term is differen~for each region, direct comparisons of 
coefficients across equations can be somewhat complex. Comparisons of relative 
within-region contributions will be generally less mjsleading. 

27Because BADGUY is a four-point scale and most of the other variables are . 
dichotomous, one should approximately double the BADGUY coefficients to assess~the 
relative impact of prior record. 

28Analyses not reported here suggest that the higher risk of incarceration 
outside New York City is due largely to jail rather than prison sentences. 

30Kaye, David. "Statistical Evidence of Discrimination," Journal of the 
American Statistical Association, 77, No. 380 (1982), pp. 773-783. 
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